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Overview:

The PI directed attention toward recruiting graduate students and establishing the proper
baselines for the intended research. Five graduate students (2 Masters and 3 Ph.D.) are
supported in part for their research work from this grant. Three have initiated their research
by submitting research plans and the others will initiate their plans during the next funding
period. The PI was on a Sabbatical Leave (October 1, 1996 to March 31, 1997) with
Space Imaging Inc., Thornton, Colorado during the first part of this reporting period. Five
publications have been accomplished during the current phase of the grant.

Objectives:
Objective 1
The primary agricultural objective of this research is to determine what soil and crop

information can be verified from remotely sensed images during the growing season.
Specifically:

A. Elements of crop stress due to drought, weeds, disease and nutrient deficiencies will
be documented with ground truth over specific agricultural sites.

B. Use of remote sensing with GPS and GIS technologies for providing a safer and
environmentally friendly application of fertilizers and chemicals will be
documented.

Accomplishments
We succeeded in obtaining a HYDICE sensor flight and three Positive Systems flights

over the Purdue Agronomy Research Center and the Davis Agronomy Research Center
during this growing season. The HYDICE flight was obtained on August 7 under partly
cloudy conditions while the Positive Systems flights were on August 8, September 5 and
26 under clear weather conditions. The data is being analyzed and prepared for
presentation at the American Society of Agronomy meetings in October, 1997.

We have been cooperating with the National Agricultural Statistics Service, USDA who

have obtained detailed yield data from one of the bulk Corn and one of the bulk soybean
fields on the Davis Farm. We will share the remotely sensed data with them in exchange
for the yield data obtained through ground test plots and from yield monitor data. Patrick
Willis, MS student will be using this data as part of his thesis research.

We obtained data over one of the neighboring corn fields and saw some "circle-type of
patterns within the com. It was discovered to be Canada Thistle which is found in patches
of 10-20 feet diameter across the field. Areas with the thistle greatly reduce the size of the
corn by about 70%. Initial classification results show that one can map the Canada thistle
patches across the entire field.

Bruce Erikson, Ph.D. graduate student has been simulating hail damage on corn plants
at the Purdue Agronomy Research Center. He has used a "hailing" machine using ice as
well as a "weed eater" to simulate hail damage. He has also accomplished stand reduction
in corn from 0, 25, 50 and 75% reduction to determine the effectiveness of using remotely
sensed scanner data to measure this reduction. Visual inspection of his plots in the
preliminary data shows that one can see differences between the different treatments.

Objective 2

The primary natural resource objective will be to determine uses of vegetative categories
of remotely sensed data for biodiversity, wildlife habitat, soil categories and carbon change
relationships.



Accomplishments
Copiesof sensordataobtainedover the forest plots locatedat the Davis Research

Centerwere providedto Dr. Guofan Shao,PurdueDepartrnentof Forestry and Natural
Resources,who hasbeenobtainingdetailedsitedataof individual treeswithin thedifferent
tracks. Theresolutionof thedatawas1meterand0.8metersfor the Positive Systemsand
theHYDICE datarespectively. Dr. Shaois planningto developa MastersDegreethesis
for oneof hisstudentswith theuseof thisdata.

Datafrom the sensorflights are beingutilized as part of a graduatelevel Agronomy
courseAGRY 545, "RemoteSensingof NaturalResources"for which the PI hasmajor
responsibilities. Studentsareusing thedataaspart of their laboratoryexercisesto learn
about the use of hyperspectraldata. Additionally, Dr. David Landgrebe, School of
Electricaland ComputerEngineeringis using the data in the laboratoryportion of his
course,E&CE 577,"EngineeringAspectsof RemoteSensing".

Objective 3
Technologytransfer functions such as the use that farmers, agricultural business,

industry and organizationswould makeof the data/informationin active management
decisionswill bedocumented.

Accomplishments
The following participation and/or presentations were given by the PI during this phase

of the grant:
Jan. 10, "High Tech Agriculture," Westminster Rotary Club, Westminster, CO.

Jan 11, "Application of Remote Sensing to Precision Farming," CSU Ag Ext. Meeting,
Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, CO

Jan 29, Session Chair and Organizer for Session A-8 Mission to Planet Earth: National and
International Partnerships, Space Technology & Applications International Forum (STA_-
97), Albuquerque, NM.

Jan 29, Baumgardner, M.F., C.J. Johannsen, E. Dobos, L. Biehl, B Worstel, C.W. Ahn, I.
Bayramin and T. Helt, "Providing soil spatial information for long term environmental
monitoring and MTPE research projects," Mission to Planet Earth: National and
International Partnerships, Space Technology & Applications International Forum (STAIF-

97), Albuquerque, NM.
Jan 30, Organizer for Session A-9 Projects/Programs Relating to Mission to Planet Earth, Space

Technology & Applications International Forum (STAIF-97), Albuquerque, NM.
Jan 30, C.J. Johannsen, A. Falconer, W. Wigton, "Information Requirements for Agriculture:

The Next Decade," Projects/Programs Relating to MTPE, Space Technology &
Applications International Forum (STAIF-97), Albuquerque, NM.

Jan 30, Presented a paper for: Gary Petersen, Egide Nizeyimana, Eric Warner and X Shi, "An
Assessment of Soil Productivity Loss Caused by Expanding Urban Land Use Using
Remote Sensing and Soil Productivity Models," Projects/Programs Relating to MTPE,
Space Technology & Applications International Forum (STAIF-97), Albuquerque, NM.

Feb 13, "precision Farming - Will Remote Sensing Make a Contribution," Soil & Crop
Seminar, Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, CO.

Feb 17, "Remote Sensing Advances for Precision Agriculture," Forest Sciences Seminar,
Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, CO.

Mar 6, "Using Remote Sensing in Precision Farming" Colorado Space Consortium, University
of Colorado, Boulder, CO.

Mar 11, "Precision Agriculture," Northglenn/Thornton Rotary Club, Northglenn, CO.



Mar 12,"PrecisionAgricultureat PurdueUniversity:PresentProgramsandFutureDirections",
Collegeof AgricultureandLife SciencesSeminar,Universityof Wisconsin,Madison,WI

May 19,Introductionof KeynoteSpeaker,Dr. Allan FalconeratUGISA/IKO GIS Conference,
Indianapolis,IN.

May 1InvitedLecturer,"Advancesin RemoteSensingfor Site SpecificFarming," ABE 491S,
SiteSpecificAgriculture,PurdueUniversity.

May 15, "PrecisionFanning- Agriculturein the SpaceAge," LafayetteKiwanis Club, West
Lafayette,IN.

June26, "Advancesin RemoteSensingfor Agriculture," Pulaski County Agriculture
Tour, Winamac,IN.

June 26, "Precision Farming," Argentina Agronomist Tour, Purdue Agronomy Research
Center.

July 2, "RemoteSensingApplicationsfor PrecisionAgriculture," Henry County Ag Alumni
Chapter,Lewisville, IN.

July 8, "EarthRemoteSensing"USRA User's Conference,JohnsonSpaceCenter,Houston,
TX

Aug 5, Participantin "Ag TechnologyLeadershipForum," Ag Education& Consulting,
University of Illinois, Champaign,IL

Aug 6, Panelparticipantin "The Futureof Ag Industriesin PrecisionFarming," Information
AgricultureConferenceChampaign,IL

Aug 7, C.J.JohannsenandP.G.Carter,"Who's Who in CommercialSatelliteRemoteSensing:
A Status Check," Information Ag Conference, Champaign, IL. (2 presentations,
ConcurrentSessions)

Aug 7, J.H. Arvik and C.J. Johannsen,"Where are We and How did We Get Here,"
InformationAg Conference,Champaign,IL. (2 presentations,ConcurrentSessions).

Aug 22, Participantin discussionson Ag Advancesin RemoteSensing,NASA/Ag Scientists
Meeting,Washington,DC.

Sep 17, Session Chair for Social Sciencesand Satellites Workshop, Consortium for
InternationalEarthScienceInformationNetwork (CIESIN),Washington,DC.

Thefollowing paperswerewrittenandpublishedduring thisphaseof the grant (copies
are appended to the report):

Johannsen, C.J., A. Falconer, and W. Wigton, "Information Requirements for Agriculture:
The Next Decade," Projects/Programs Relating to MTPE, Space Technology &
Applications International Forum (STAIF-97), Part One: 221-224, Albuquerque, NM,
January, 1997.

Berglund, J.A. and C.J. Johannsen, "Change Detection in a Broccoli Field through Cluster
Analysis of Multispectral Imagery," Space Imaging EOSAT Technical Note No. 97-
013, 16 pp., April 8, 1997.

Johannsen, C.J., J.H. Arvik, and J.A. Berglund. "Information Requirements for Precision
Farming: The Next Decade," American Technology No. 1:18-21, 1997.

Johannsen, C.J. "Glossary of Terms for Precision Farming," Modem Agriculture, Issue 1,

pp. 44-46 January/February, 1997 (re-published on pp. 44-46 April/May, 1997,
June/July, 1997 issues). Also listed on Ag Electronics Association's website located at:
http://www.agelectronicsas sn.org/



Johannsen,C.J.andP. G. Carter."Who's Who in CommercialSatelliteRemoteSensing:A
StatusCheck,"Presentedat InfoAg Conference,August7, 1997andpublishedat URL:
http://dynamo.ecn.purdue.edu/-biehl/LARS/

The PI provided assistanceto thefollowing personswith articlesand was quotedin
theirarticles:

Tom Bechman,AssociateEditor, "Eyesin the Sky," WallacesFarmermagazine,January,
1997

Ron Brunoehler,Editor, "RemoteSensingis Readyto Fly," pp. 18a-18c,SoybeanDigest,
April, 1997.

Ron Brunoehler,Editor, "Aerial ImageryisProgressingFast,"pl 8c, SoybeanDigest,April,
1997.

Linda Turner,Writer, SpaceImagingEOSAT, "Benefitsof RemoteSensingto Agriculture,"
SIEHomepage:WWW.spaceimage.com/

Micola Giacchetti,"A SixthSense,"Farm Chemicals,July, 1997.
RobertF.Pelzmann,Jr, "UsingImageryin Field Management,"Modem Agriculture,Vol 1,

Issue2:17-18,April/May, 1997.
Don Kelso, "Annual County Ag Field Tour focuses on high yields, remote sensing," Pulaski

County Journal, Page 8, July 9, 1997.

Pat Shipman, "Satellites Launch New World for Farmers of the Future," FarmWeek, Page 5,
Aug 18, 1997.

The PI provided remote sensing and precision farming background information to the
following people:

• Bob Ebisch, Writer, Delta Airlines.

• Jeff Coles, Wall Street Journal

• Jenna Carder, CNN

• Greg Horeman, Editor, Farm Journal

Submitted by:

Chris J. Johannsen

Purdue University

October 20, 1997
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Abstract

International agriculture needs improved capabilities for crop production monitoring and management data. Many
countries, using an area frame sample, have begun to integrate GIS and remote sensing in their national crop

inventory statistics programs and as the basis for famine early warning systems. The demand for accurate digital data
has been heightened by the boom in precision farming which requires analysis of data collected at 1-5 meter spatial
intervals. Manipulation and interaction of such data as digital soils maps, field boundary maps, drainage maps, yield

monitor images, fertilizer, seed and chemical rate applications are primary to precision farming. Interest is building
in the use of remotely sensed data to compare with yield image maps to assist in management decisions. The
demand for digital data at all levels will increase dramatically as data are collected for local, regional and national

statistics, the management of crop production, transportation to markets, crop insurance decisions, marketing
commodity futures and delivery of data to farm consultants. Users in the United States will include county extension
educators, crop consultants, ag industry agronomists, farm management groups among others. In a global context

the users will include development agencies, national governments, agribusiness and the investment community as
well as international organizations concerned with the environmental issues related to agriculture and land use.

II_TRODUCTION

Agricultural statistics as reported by national and international groups and organizations are primarily acreage and
yield estimates of individual crops. Remote sensing in conjunction with Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is a

good technique for identifying crops and monitoring changes in crop conditions. Statistical sample frames can be
constructed using remotely sensed data by delineating the areas used for crop production. Primary sample units
(PSU) can be assigned after the density of crops are known with a sampling frame. These are proven approaches
used by the National Agricultural Statistical Service (NASS) of the US Department of Agriculture. Similar

approaches have been used by the Foreign Agricultural Service and non-government organizations (NGOs) for
estimating crop area and yield in foreign countries.

Difficulty in obtaining data in a timely and cost effective mode has curtailed the agricultural uses of remote
sensing by many groups. Another important factor is that agricultural remote sensing has been oversold in the past.
People were told that you could detect diseases and insects and later learned that you could not. This is rapidly
changing with many organizations launching satellites and seeking agricultural groups as customers. Another factor
encouraging a "second look" at remote sensing is that people are becoming familiar with yield images collected by

yield monitors on harvesting equipment. They now realize that one can not do anything to change the yield for that
year when viewing a yield map. However, if they could obtain a "yield map" early in the growing season by remote
sensing techniques, perhaps one could make changes in their cultural practices and economically increase yield. An

example would be to apply nitrogen fertilizer through their irrigation water after seeing that the crop a reduction in
chlorophyll.

Precision farming is a current buzz word among agricultural circles in the USA and in Europe. The term "precision
farming" means carefully tailoring soil and crop management to fit the different conditions found in each field.
Precision farming is sometimes called "prescription farming," "site-specific farming" or "variable rate technology"
(Johannsen 1994, 1996a, 1996b and 1996c). It has caused a focus on the use of three technologies: remote sensing,

geographic information systems (GIS) and global positioning systems (GPS).

All three technologies have been used extensively in space and by defense departments around the globe. We have
literally taken "agriculture into the space age". Farmers have services available that involve satellites collecting data,
transmitting locational information, or providing data from a variety of sources. These technologies can be used in
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anyagriculturallocationsexceptwhererestrictedbythegovernment.Farmerscananalyzetheavailablesatellite
informationthemselves,hirea landorcropconsultantortheycanrelyoncompaniestodothisserviceforthemfora
fee.

Somefarmershavealreadyreceivedbenefitsof satclliteremotesensingdata.SatelliteimagesfromLandsatand
SPOThavebeenusedtodistinguishcropspeciesandlocatestressconditions(Lozano-Garciaetal. 1995).The cost
of obtaining the images has been the biggest deterrent in regular use of such data. A typical farm manager of 2,500
acres is not going to spend $500 to $3,500 every 2 weeks to monitor conditions in his field. Resourceful agricultural

industry dealers can however, purchase digital satellite data over their trade area and spread the cost among numerous
customers. Trained personnel in the use of computer analysis systems, basics of remote sensing and spectral
responses of crops & soils will be a limiting factor in rapid use of these technologies.

We predict that future satellite launches, such as the TRW Small Satellite, World View Imaging, Resource21,
ORBIMAGE, GER, EarthWatch and Space Imaging, will be competing for the agricultural market and lowered
prices will encourage farmers to participate. The remote sensing part of precision farming will need to be proven; it
has been receiving its first test through the 1995 and 1996 growing season since companies like Resource21 are

providing prototype data by aircraft. They are receiving repeat customers which is a good sign.

More recently farmers have gained access to site-specific technology through Global Positioning Systems (GPS).
GPS makes use of a series of military satellites that identify the location of farm equipment within a meter of an

actual site in the field (Parsons et.al. 1995). The value of knowing a precise location within inches is that 1) tillage
adjustments can be made as one finds various conditions while traveling across the field, 2) locations of soil samples
and the laboratory results can be compared to a specific soil type and to crop yields at the end of the season, 3)

fertilizer and pesticides can be prescribed to fit soil properties (clay and organic matter content) and soil conditions
(relief and drainage), and 4) one can monitor and record yield data as one goes across the field.

The real value for the farmer is that he can perform more timely tillage, adjust seeding rates, perform more accurate
crop protection programs, and know the yield variation within a field. These benefits will enhance the overall cost

effectiveness of his crop production (Johannsen 1996b).

The ability to vary the depth of tillage related to soil conditions is very important to proper seedbed r_r__pamtion,
control of weeds and fuel consumption and therefore cost to the farmer. Most farmers are using conscrvat_,:n ullage
which means leaving residues on the soil surface for erosion control. The use of GPS in making equipment
adjustments as one goes across the different soil types would mean higher yields and safer production at lower cost.

This part of precision farming is in its infancy.

The equipment companies have announced tillage equipment with GPS and selected controls t_filored to precision
farming at some of the reecnt conferences and there will be more to come.

Hybrid seeds perform best when placed at spacing that allow the plants to obtain such benefits as maximum
sunlight and moisture. This is best accomplished by varying the seeding rate according to the soil conditions such as
texture, organic matter and available soil moisture. One would plant fewer seeds in sandy soil as compared to silt
loam soils because of less available moisture. The lower seed population usually has larger heads (ears) of harvested

seeds providing for a maximum yield. Since soils vary even across an individual farm field, the ability to change
seeding rates as one goes across the field allows the fzu-mer to maximize this .seeding rate according to the soil
conditions. A computerized soil map of a specific field on a computer fitted on the tractor along with a GPS can tell

farmers where they are in the field, allowing the opportunity to adjust this seeding rate as they go across their fields.

CROp PROTECTION

The application of chemicals and fertilizers in proper proportions are of environmental and economic concern to
the farmers. Environmental regulations are calling for the discontinuance of certain pesticide applications within 100

feet of a stream or waterbody or well or within 60 feet of an intermittent stream in the USA. Constraints on
applying ag chemicals are also mandated in some European Countries. Using a GPS along with a digital drainage
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map, the farmer is able to apply pesticides in a safer manner. In fact, the spraying equipment can be preprogrammed
to automatically turn off when it reaches the distance limitation or zone of the drainage feature. Additionally, farmers
can preprogram the rate of pesticide or fertilizer to be applied so that only the amount needed determined by the soil
condition is applied varying this rate from one area of the field to another. This saves money and allows for safer use

of these materials.

HARVESTING

The proof in the use of variable rate technology (adjusting seed, pesticide, fertilizer and tillage) as one goes across

the field is in knowing the precise yields. Combines and other harvesting equipment can be equipped with weighing
devices that are coupled to a GPS (Parsons et al. 1995). One literally measures yield on the go. With appropriate

software, a yield map is produced showing the yield variation throughout the field. This allows farmers to inspect the

precise location of the highest and the lowest yielding areas of the field and determine what caused the yield
difference. It allows one to program cost and yield to determine the most profitable practices and rates that apply to

each field location. In our opinion, the use of yield monitors is a excellent place to begin if one wants to get started
in precision farming.

Yield data from the same field over 3+ years would define the weak spots in the field and narrow down the

probability of what is causing a low yield.

_ONCLUSION$

The information requirements are changing rapidly in agriculture because of the changes in technology.
Improvements in spatial and spectral resolutions of remotely sensed data has started agriculturists to think of ways to
use this additional information. The yield monitor images has started the demand for images during the crop
growing season. This trend is actually starting new industries that are supplying equipment, software and
consultation.

GPS has already made a big impact on providing precise data/information locations in precision farming. Where
does GIS and remote sensing fit with this trend? Several companies are starting to market GIS record-keeping

systems so farmers can record all of the field operations such as planting, spraying, cultivation and harvest (along
with specific information such as type of equipment used, rates, weather information, time of day performed, etc.).
Additionally the farmers are able to record observations through the growing season such as weed growth, unusual
plant stress or coloring and growth conditions. Data collected by the GPS operations can be automatically recorded
with the GIS program. Remotely sensed data can be analyzed and added to the GIS using soil maps, digital terrain

and field operations information as ground truth.

This can be used to guide further field operations like spraying, fertilizing and irrigating plus it is part of the

permanent record. Trends like precision farming will make a strong impact on the way growers manage their farm
operations in the future. We will see a steady growth of the remote sensing, GIS and GPS technologies as a result of
this method of acquiring agricultural information in the next decade.
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Change Detection in a Broccoli Field through
Cluster Analysis of Multispectral Imagery

Technical Note No. 97-013

Judith BCrglund
Dr. Chris J. Johannsen x 2

Abstract

The purpose of this study was to determine if and when changes and anomalies in a field could be
detected through the use of clustering techniques. The preliminary results of this study suggest that
changes in biomass, cultivation activities, irrigation patterns, drainage patterns, changing moisture
conditions, and anomalies such as areas containing mildew can be detected and monitored through
the use of clustering. It also appears that clustering has the potential to detect anomalies before
these problems can be observed and treated by individuals who are scouting the fields. Early
detection of these adverse conditions could help the client to better manage their crops and
maximize yield.

Obiective:

The purpose of this study was to determine if and when changes and anomalies in a field could be
detected through the use of clustering techniques. An anomaly can be defined as anything that is
out of the ordinary that could adversely affect the yield of the crop. Our goal was to notify the
client of the exact location of anomalies as rapidly as possible, so that farm managers can identify
what is causing the anomaly and take any required action to minimize any reduction in yield quality
or quantity. The patterns produced by irrigation techniques, cultivation/tillage practices, soil type,
drainage patterns, differences in planting date, differences in crop type and harvesting practices, as
well as tractors, harvesters, water canisters and power poles should be identified and initially ruled
out as anomalies because they are normal and known occurrences in a field. However, it is
possible that some of these items, such as drainage patterns and irrigation techniques, over time
may adversely affect the yield of the crop, and this should be brought to the attention of the client.

We encountered a lack of ground truth during this study. The only information available to us was

the crop type for the fields. We had no information as to the date of planting, the date of
harvesting, the irrigation, cultivation or fertilization schedule, the soil types within the field, or the
history of the field including previous crops or areas that tend to have re-occurring negative
impacts on production.

The field chosen for the majority of this study was a field of broccoli located in Block 8 of the
Lanini Ranch, in Gonzales Hot Area #2 (shown in a Landsat image in Figure 1). This field is near
Salinas, CA and is approximately 16 acres in size. The dates of imagery collection, August 26 to
November 5, 1996, cover a significant portion of the growing season for this crop. An anomalous
area in this particular field was located during the fin'st 24 hour turnaround (10/28/96) and identified
by the client as mildew. The client also stated that they had sprayed to treat the mildew a few days
earlier on 10/25/96. This field with one known anomaly seemed to be an ideal candidate for
assessing earlier detection of mildew as well as other anomalies.

Backeround on Broccoli Production in California:

California produces approximately 90 percent of the broccoli grown in the United States. The
study field is located in Monterey County which produces 50% of the broccoli in California,
making it the leading county in the state in broccoli production.

Broccoli is a cool season vegetable. Planting begins in mid-July and continues through January;
however, the majority of the planting ends in October. Overall in California, the major harvest
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period is from mid-October through December with lesser acreage being harvested through April.
Regarding planting techniques, nearly all fields are direct seeded. Usually it is grown in double
rows on raised beds, 38- to 42-inches wide. Spacing between seedlings is 12 to 14 inches.
Occasionally broccoli is planted in single rows on 30-inch beds. Within a row, plant spacing is
typically 5 to 6 inches apart. A typical broccoli planting is approximately 50,000 plants per acre
with a typical growing season ranging from 70 days to 140 days. It grows best on well-drained
soils; however, it may be grown on a wide range of soil textures.

Regarding irrigation techniques, broccoli is irrigated in a variety of ways. Sprinkler or furrow
irrigation can be used from stand establishment through harvest. Many growers use sprinkler
irrigation to germinate the seed and then switch to furrow irrigation for the remainder of the season

once emergence has occurred. Amount and frequency of sprinkler or furrow irrigation varies
widely depending on crop production area, broccoli maturity class, weather conditions (primarily
temperature and humidity), and soil type.

Regarding weeds and diseases, nearly all fields are treated with preplant and/or preemergence
herbicides coupled with mechanical cultivation. Downy mildew (peronospora parasitica) is a
common fungal disease in broccoli causing leaf spots. Though symptoms are obvious in the field,

economic loss is usually slight from foliar damage unless young seedlings are severely attacked or
the disease goes systemic within mature heads. Some growers never apply a fungicide for this
disease, while others almost always do as an insurance factor. Additional information regarding
broccoli production in California can be found on the University of California at Davis website
(http://vrichome.ucdavis.edu/vrichome/html/selectnewcrop.broccoli.htm).

Background on the Clustering, Algorithm and Techniaue.

In general, clustering implies grouping spectrally similar pixelstogether. A pixel is determined to
be similar based on simple distance measures in multispectral space. The software package used in
this study to perform the cluster analysis was MultiSpec, Version 2.15.95, developed at Purdue
University by David Landgrebe and Larry Biehl, and written by Larry Biehl
(http://dynamo.ecn.purdue.edu/-biehl/MultiSpec). This software package uses the Euclidean
distance similarity measure. Each pixel in the selected image classification area is compared to the
remaining cluster centers using the Euclidean distance. The pixel is assigned to the nearest cluster
unless it is determined to be too far away which occurs when the Euclidean distance squared is
more than "number of channels * classification threshold squared" (Introduction to MultiSpec, p.
55).

The MultiSpec software allows the user to run one of two clustering algorithms, a simple one-pass
cluster algorithm or an ISODATA type iterative algorithm. In this study, the isodata algorithm
(also called the migrating means technique) was used. It is based upon estimating some reasonable
assignment of the pixel vectors into candidate clusters and then moving them from one cluster to
another in such a way that the sum of squared error (SSE) measure is reduced. The SSE measure
computes the cumulative distance of each pattern from its cluster center for each cluster
individually, and then sums these measures over all the clusters. If it is small, the distances from

patterns to cluster means are all small and the clustering would be regarded favorably (Remote
Sensing Digital Image Analysis, Second Edition (1993), by John A. Richards, pp. 230-231).

When the isodata algorithm is selected in MultiSpec, the user is allowed to specify the image area
to be used for clustering, the classification threshold, the number of initial clusters desired, the
convergence percent (default is 98.0 %), the minimum number of pixels that are needed for a

"usable" cluster, and one of four options for locating the initial cluster centers (along first
covariance eigenvector, along first correlation eigenvector, within eigenvector volume, and use
one-pass cluster centers). The first three of these options for locating the initial cluster centers

cause calculation of the principal components of the data set, either based upon the covariance
matrix of the data (option 1) or the correlation matrix (options 2 and 3). For options 1 and 2, the
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desired number of initial clusters are placed equally spaced along the f'trst principal component.
For option 3, the points are scattered over the volume defined by the first three principal
components. For option 4, the one-pass clustering algorithm is run first, then the cluster centers

determined by it are used to initiate the isodata clustering (Introduction to MultiSpec, p. 56).

After determining the initial cluster centers, the algorithm examines the location of each pixel in the
segment of the image to be clustered and then associates each pixel with the cluster center the

smallest Euclidean distance from it. After all pixels have been so assigned, one complete iteration
is done and a test for stopping is carded out, as follows. If during that iteration at least the
convergence percent of the pixels did not change the cluster center to which they were associated
during the previous iteration, the clustering is declared complete. If not, the mean values of all

clusters are calculated. These become the new cluster centers, and the clustering process is
repeated through another iteration. When the convergence percent has been met, the clustering
stops and each cluster is examined to determine if it contains at least the minimum number of pixels
needed for a usable cluster (as specified earlier by the user). If it does not, then that cluster center

is not listed. The image is then classified based on these clusters (Introduction to MultiSpec, 1995,
p. 56. The isodata algorithm implemented here is similar to that originally described by Ball and
Hall (1965). It is also described in Remote Sensing Digital Image Analysis, Second Edition
(1993), by John A. Richards pp. 231-233.)
In this study, the user specified parameters are as follows:

• The images used in the clustering algorithm were solar and radiometrically corrected images
of the broccoli field itself. Roads forming the boundary of the field and surrounding fields
were clipped from the image to allow for the maximum variability within the field when
displayed.

• A classification threshold of 5 was chosen because it seemed to show the most variability
without yielding overwhelming results. As shown in Figure 2, the difference between a

classification threshold of 4 and 5 is minimal when varying the threshold. We noted that a
threshold of 6 would not give additional valuable information.

• The number of initial clusters was allowed to vary until a final number of 7 to 9 (optimum
of 8) clusters was achieved. An optimum number of 8 clusters was chosen because visually, it
showed a reasonable amount of variability without overwhelming the interpretation of the
clustered image with "noise" or distracting the viewer from the most significant patterns.
Figure 3 illustrates this point in that with 8 clusters, we could interpret the watering pattern of
the sprinkler irrigation as well as assess the impact of mildew and drainage patterns.
• The default of 98.0% convergence was maintained, and a minimum cluster size of 3 pixels
was specified.

• We chose option 3, "within eigenvector volume," as the method by which to locate the
initial cluster centers. With this option, the initial cluster means are scattered over the
volume/data defined by the first three principal components which serves to enhance

convergence and to avoid anomalous cluster generation when dealing with unusual datasets.

Results of the Cluster Analysis:

The images in Figure 4 were clipped from individual tiles from the 20 flights over the study area
illustrates that a sequence of color infrared (IR) images hold a great deal of information even

though they had not been solar corrected. To better view the maximum variability within the field,
solar and radiometrically corrected images were created (Figure 5). More detail and variability can
be observed in Figure 5 but one can also see artifacts of the imagery in these field specific images,
such as the solar reflection variation in the image for F19 (where 2 images with different solar
reflections were mosaicked together)and a vignetting effect in F20. These artifacts do not appear to
have affected the clustering results. A summary view of the field specific clustering analysis is
shown in Figure 6 where one can observe and monitor increasing biomass, cultivation activities,
irrigation practices, drainage patterns, soil moisture changes across the field, and observe the
impact of anomalies such as mildew areas.
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Increasing biomass:

In the f'trst three images, F1 to F3, (Figure 4), the individual plants are probably not large enough
to be detected by the sensors. At F4, the image shows a hint of red, indicating vegetative growth
can be measured by the sensor. By Fll, the field is mostly red. And by F18, the field is most
likely covered with big leafy broccoli plants (bright red indicating lots of chlorophyll in the leaves)
which are mature and ready to produce broccoli heads.

Another pattern detected by the clustering, which is also obvious in the color IR field specific
images in Figure 5, is the difference between the left 2/5ths and the right 3/5ths of the field. For
example, in the color IR field specific images for F8, F11, F12, and possibly F15, one can see that
the left 2/5ths of the field are brighter red in color than the remainder of the field. In the clustered

images in Figure 6 for F8, Fll, F12, F15, F17, F18, and F19, one can see and quantify that the
left side of the field is assigned a different cluster than the majority of the right side. By F20, this
difference is no longer apparent in the clustered image. It is difficult to state what caused this

difference in the absence of ground truth. However, it appears that something affected biomass
during the first few weeks of growth and this would likely be of interest to the farm manager.

Cultivation Activities:

In Figure 7, we accumulated some of the cultivation practices that impacted our analysis. One can

observe that the grower has begun cultivation of the f'trst couple rows of the field (near the top of
this image) for weed control. In F4, the farmer has cultivated over half of this field. In F5, a few

more rows have been cultivated. By F6, the farmer has completely tilled the field. In these
images, as well as in the field specific image of F5, the uncultivated area (left side of this image) is
lighter in color than the cultivated areas. The lighter color indicates a lower moisture content since

the soil surface is drier. Cultivation activities bring the moist soil to the surface, resulting in a
higher moisture content which shows up as a darker color on the color IR imagery. Cluster
analysis also reveals these patterns. For example, the resulting image from the cluster analysis for
F5 displays the uncultivated (drier) area as yellow in color, and the cultivated (and more moist)
area as primarily fuchsia or pink color.

Irritation. Drainave Patterns. Chanees in Moisture Content. and Mildew:

In Fi-gure 8, one can observe the dark roun_ted edges that extend into the roads bordering the fields
(at the end of the rows), that the grower is using sprinkler irrigation techniques. The dark area
corresponds to the recently watered area (high moisture content). Once these rows have been
irrigated, the grower may move the sprinkler system (field-length pipes with sprinkler heads
attached) to water the rows that have not been irrigated. Prior to the collection of F8 image, the

farmer apparently moved the sprinkler to irrigate the remaining rows. In F8 the field is beginning
to dry, but some rows are darker than others and these differ slightly from those in F7, thus

substantiating the idea that the farmer moved the sprinkler pipes. This pattern can be detected
through cluster analysis, as shown in the resulting clustered image for F8 (lower right comer of
Figure 8). The "stripes" visible on the color IR image which correspond to the drier areas between
the irrigated sets of rows are very striking on the clustered image assigned to a purple-blue color.
The variability (shown as horizontal banding of the clusters) in the remainder of the field is
believed to be due to gravity drainage or changes in soil moisture toward the top of the field, with
the yellow area being the most moist.

This end of the field appears to be darker in color (indicating higher moisture content) in the entire
sequence of color IR imagery (Figures 4 and 5) and in the clustered images (Figure 6). In the
clustered image for F5, this area is light blue. In F8, it is yellow. By image F11, the area with the

most moisture is becoming more sharply defined and is represented by light blue and kelly green
clusters. One can easily track this pattern from image to image through to F20. Space Imaging
identified this pattern as being an anomaly during its f'LrSt 24 hour turnaround (10/28/96, or F18)
and notified the client. The client reported that this area of the field contained mildew. In fact, the
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majority of the field was affected by mildew, but this area was more intensely affected causing
leaves to be more yellow in color. The client also reported that they had identified and sprayed this
area on 10/25/96 to treat the mildew. The clusters corresponding to the mildewed areas are visible
on images as early as F11 (9/30/96), nearly a month before it was detected and sprayed by the
client (Figure 9).

Conclusions/Future Work:

Interpretation of the imagery was made based on the limited ground truth available at the time of the

study and upon our knowledge of crop growth. Figure 10 indicates that the clustering routine is
tracking the features in the field and assigning clusters relatively well.

The preliminary results of this study suggest that changes in biomass, cultivation activities,
irrigation patterns, drainage patterns, changing moisture conditions, and anomalies such as areas

containing mildew can be detected and monitored through the use of clustering. It also appears that
clustering has the potential to detect anomalies, such as mildewed areas or adverse conditions in the

field that could lead to crop stress and ultimately damage, before these problems can be observed
and treated by individuals who are scouting the fields. Early detection of these adverse conditions

could help the client to better manage their crops and maximize yield. The next step in this research
would be to obtain more complete ground truth for a variety of crops, apply the clustering routine
to this variety of imagery and determine if one can automate the function.

Chris J. Johannsen is Professor of Agronomy & Director of LARS at Purdue University and is a

Visiting Chief Scientist and Judith Berglund is an M.A. Aspirant, University of Texas at Austin
and an Intern at Space Imaging Inc., 9351 Grant St., Suite 500, Thornton, CO 80229.

2 The authors acknowledge the assistance of Jon Arvik with the interpretations of the results of
this study.
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F 5 9/9/96 F 8 9/19/96 F 11 9/30/96

F 12 10/3/96 F 15 10/14/96 F 17 10/21/96

F 18 10/28/96 F 19 10/31/96 F20 11/5/96

Figure 5. Solar and radiometrically corrected images from selected fight dates

to demonstrate the field specific histogram stretch processing•



F 5 9/9/96 8Clusters F 8 9/19/96 7Clusters F 11 9/30/96 8 Clusters

F 12 10/3/96 7 Clusters F 15 10/14/96 8 Clusters F 17 10/21/96 8Clusters

\j°

F18 10/28/96 8Clusters F19 10/31/96 9Clusters F20 11/5/96 8Clusters

Figure 6. Field specific cluster analysis using ISODATA algorithm within the Eigenvector
volume initialization option of the MutiSpec software.
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F 18 10/28/96 8 Clusters

Space Imaging performed it's first 24 hour
turnaround for the client and identified the

areas indicated above as anomalies.

The client responds to our report by

saying the anomalous area was mildewed.
They had spotted this earlier and sprayed
the field to treat the mildew on 10/25/96.

The mildewed areas appear to be identified

by the cluster analysis in images as early
as Flight 11, almost a month before the

client sprayed (based on the information
available.)

F 17 10/21/96 8 Clusters F 15 10/14/96 8 Clusters

F 12 10/3/96 7 Clusters F 11 9/30/96 8 Clusters

Figure 9. Distinguishing mildew in broccoli within the study site.
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The chart below shows the mean spectral
response for a particular feature or area of

the field (labeled on the figure to the left)
for flights 15, 17, and 18. This response is

represented by the cluster which corresponds
to that particular area. Features 1 and 2 are
located within an area that is known to be

mildewed. The mean spectral response for

these two areas are close in value, suggesting

that the clustering routine is able to distinguish
anomalies. Features 3, 4, and 5 relate to

presumably healthy areas of the field. As one

can see by viewing the color IR images, the
biomass is increasing. The crop is more
mature in F17 and 18, resulting in closer
values. The crop in F15 has not reached

full maturity, thus accounting for the

larger difference in spectral response.
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(Number Corresponds to Feature on Image)

• Flight 15

• Flight 17

• Flight 18

Figure 10. Relationship of cluster selection to spectral response over time.
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Information requirements for all

phases of agriculture are changing

very rapidly. Much of this change is

being driven by technology and a

focus on "precision farming" which is

a current buzz word among agricul-

tural circles. The term "precision

farming" means using the best avail-

able technologies to tailor soil and

crop management to fit the specific

conditions found within an agricultur-

al field or tract. Precision farming is

sometimes called "prescription farm-

ing," and "site specific farming" and

includes "variable rate technology." It

has caused a resurgence of interest in

remote sensing in addition to a

reliance on geographic information

systems (GIS) and global positioning

systems (GPS).

All three technologies have been

used intensively by NASA and the

Department of Defense. Since Desert
Storm,

where

G P S

w a s

demon-

strated

to have

many

practi-
c a I

uses,

t h e

technol-

ogy has
been

readily

adapted

by agri-

culture for use in all phases of pro-

duction. We have the opportunity to

literally take "agriculture into the

space age" with these technologies.
Farmers will have services available

to them that involve satellites collect-

ing data. transmitting locational infor-

mation, or providing data from a vari-

ety of other sources. Farmers can l)

analyze this satellite information with

their own equipment, 2) rely on con-

sultants to analyze and interpret the

data for a fee, or 3) become associat-

ed with a company which provides

the analysis as a service to insure
retention of the farmer as a customer

for other business.

Some farmers have already experi-

enced the benefits of remote sensing

data. Images from Landsat and SPOT

satellites and aerial photography have

been used to distinguish crop species

and locate stress conditions.

However, the cost and timeliness of

obtaining the images have been the

biggest deterrents in regular use of

such data. The increased price of corn

and soybeans during the 1996 grow-

ing season has caused farmers to

explore opportunities for making

more money per acre. Similarly, the

recent government approval to use

high-resolution images has allowed

more practical applications of remote

sensing to high-value, low-acreage

crops.

We predict that future satellite

launches, including those from Space

Imaging, the TRW Small Satellite.

World View Imaging. Rc_ou:-:c21.

EarthWatch and GER, will be com-

peting for the agricultural market with

resulting value-added products specif-
ic to the needs of farmers, and we

expect that reasonable prices will

encourage farmers to participate. The

remote sensing aspect of precision

farming will need to be proven: it has

been tested during the past few crop

years by university, government and
commercial researchers with a

renewed interest of betlcr -pa:iai reso-

lution and timeliness of delivery

Everyone is trying to determine wha

one can see using remote sensin_

information and to establish a quicl

way of getting the information to th
farmer.

More attention is being paid to th

type of information that farmers wi

need. It would appear that mo

remote sensing vendors will not l-

delivering raw images directly to

farmers. Rather they will provi,
data/information to the "informati,



multipliers"or the"value-addedven-
dors" such as agriculturalbusiness
dealers,extensionpersonnel,crop
consultants,and specialagricultural
informationserviceswhoin turnwill
analyzeand interpretthe data and
deliverit to thefarmer. Farmersare
collectingalot of supportingdataand
thoseanalyzingthe remotesensing
datawill needto gain accessto the
farmer'sdata. Largecorporatefarm-
ers will be in a positionto perform
theirownimageanalysisbutwemust
remembertheneededtrainingaspects
for this to besuccessful.

Farmers have recently gained
accessto site-specific technology
GPS. GPSmakesuseof a seriesof
militarysatellitesthatcanidentifythe
locationof farm equipmentwithin
onemeterof anactualsitein thefield.
Knowing a preciselocation within
inches has many valuable conse-
quences:1) locationsof soil samples
andthelaboratoryresultscanbeused
to preparesoilandyieldmaps,2) fer-
tilizer and pesticidescan be pre-
scribedto fit soil properties(texture
andorganicmattercontent)andsoil
conditions(relief and drainage),3)

Envoy Data Corporation's PCMCIA products for microcomputers allow data from yield monitors

and GPS systems to be downloaded. Systems supported are John Deem, AG Leader, Case IH,

Micro-Trak, SATLOC, and others. The Envoy product catalog is available on the Internet at

http://www.envoydata.com

tillage adjustments can be made as
one finds various conditions across

the field, and 4) one can monitor and
record all of this data as one moves

across the field.

Other real values for the farmer

include the ability to perform more

accurate crop protection programs,

provide more timely tillage, adjust

seeding rates, and know the yield
variation within a field. These bene-

fits, if achieved, will enhance the

overall cost effectiveness of the

farmer's crop production.

Crop Management

The application of pesticides and

fertilizers in proper proportions are of

r
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"Precision farm-

ing will make a

strong impact

on ... farmers ....

in the future.'"

_i

environmental and economic concern.

Environmental regulations are calling

for the discontinuance of certain pes-

ticide applications within a prescribed

distance of a stream, waterbody or

well. Using a GPS along with a digi-

tal drainage map, the farmer is able to

apply these pesticides in a more pre-

cise and economically sound manner.

In fact, the spraying equipment can be

preprogrammed to automatically turn
off when it reaches the distance limi-

tation or zone of the drainage feature.

Additionally, farmers can preprogram

the application rate of pesticide or fer-

tilizer so that only the amount needed

as determined by the soil conditions is

applied, thereby allowing a variable
rate from one area of the field to

another.

Soil sampling has taken on new

interest for many farmers since they

can now adjust rates according to the

test results. The more accurate the

sampling, the more accurate the final

management plan will be.

Much work is needed regarding

the proper sampling patterns, the rela-

tionship of a soil test value to the actu-

al conditions of the field, the proper

depth of sampling, interpretation of

results to the specific geographic
location, innovative equipment for

properly applying chemicals and fer-

tilizers and many other factors. The

farmer is looking at methods of apply-

ing these materials properly, provid-

ing financial savings as well as envi-

ronmental protection.

Understanding the Soil

Conditions

The ability to vary the depth of

tillage as soil characteristics vary is

important to proper seedbed prepara-
tion, control of weeds and fuel con-

sumption, and therefore can reduce
the cost to the farmer. Most farmers

are using conservation tillage, or leav-

ing residues on the soil surface for

erosion control. The use of GPS in

making equipment adjustments as one

travels across the different soil types

would mean higher yields and safer

production at lower cost. This pan of

precision farming is in its infancy.

The equipment companies are

announcing tillage equipment with
GPS and have selected controls tai-

lored to precision farming.

Implement manufacturers,

while wanting to accommodate

farmer needs, are not really interested

in major changes in the tillage equip-

ment because of the costs of redesign,

production and marketing. However,

to remain competitive, it will be nec-

essary to do so.

Seed Selection and Placement

Hybrid seeds perform best when

placed at a spacing that allows the

plants to obtain such benefits as max-

imum sunlight and moisture. This is

best accomplished by varying the

seeding rate according to soil condi-

tions, such as texture, organic matter

and available soil moisture. One

would plant fewer seeds in sandy soil

as compared to silt loam soils because
of less available moisture. The lower

seed population usually has larger

heads (ears) of harvested seeds pro-

viding for a maximum yield. Since

soils vary even across an individual

farm field, the ability to change seed-

ing rates allows the farmer to maxi-

mize this seeding rate according to the

local conditions. A computcrzzcta ,t)il

map of a specific field on the GPS-

equipped tractor can tell farmers and

their equipment where they are in the

field, allowing the opportunity tc

adjust this seeding rate as they g_
across their fields.

Recent results by major seed corn

panies and universities show that wit

present varieties, only a minor yiel_

gain can be achieved by adjustin
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seeding rates. This likely points to

companies breeding for a wide range

of climatic conditions for greater

adaptability over a larger geographic

area, thereby making a profit from a

specific variety. This is likely to

change in the future as farmers start to

demand seeds for specific conditions.

Yield Variation

The proof in the use of variable

rate technology (adjusting tillage,

seed, pesticide and fertilizer) as one

goes across the field is in knowing the

precise yields. Combines and other

harvesting equipment are being

equipped with weighing devices or

pressure plates that are coupled with a

GPS. One literally measures yield

"on the go." With appropriate soft-

ware, a yield map is produced show-

ing the variation throughout the field.

This allows farmers to inspect the pre-

cise location of the highest and the

lowest yielding areas of the field and

seek to determine what caused the

yield difference. It allows one to pro-

gram cost and yield to determine the

most profitable practices and rates

that apply to each field location.

The use of yield monitors is a

good place to begin if one wants to

incorporate precision farming into

their management. With a yield

image, one can begin the search for

. : .7 ,

NovAters PC Performance 3900 Series fea-

tures a 2/3 length personal computer card
designed for installation in PC compatible
computers. This card allows integrators to pro-
vide accurate GPS functions in computer
applications such as precision agriculture,
GIS, mining, navigation, robotics and survey-
ing.

what caused the high and low yields.

It also helps familiarize farmers with

imagery for an easy transition to

remotely sensed images. Yield data

from the same field over 3+ years

would define the weak spots in the

field and narrow down the probability

of what is causing a low yield.

Information Requirements of
the Future

GPS has already made a big

impact on how farmers are viewing

their farming operations. Now they

are able to collect data, apply chemi-

cals/nutrients, make observations and

collect yield data at precise locations
in the field. Where do information

systems fit into farming in the next

decade? They will be essential to
nearly all operations on the farm.

Several companies are starting to

market GIS record-keeping systems
so farmers can record all of the field

operations such as planting, spraying,

cultivation and harvest (along with

specific information such as type of

equipment used, rates, weather infor-

mation, time of day performed, etc.).

In the very near future, this will occur

automatically from GPS-based sys-

tems. Additionally, using remote

sensing, farmers are able to record

observations through the growing sea-

son such as weed growth, unusual

plant stress or coloring and growth
conditions. All of these data can be

analyzed and added to the GIS using

soil maps, digital terrain and field

operations information as ground
truth.

Precision farming can be used to

guide additional field operations like

spraying, fertilizing and irrigating.

This also provides a permanent record

on which to base management deci-

sions. Precision farming will make a

strong impact on the way farmers

manage their farm operations in the

future. We will see a steady growth of

the remote sensing, GIS and GPS

technologies as a result of the

momentum already gained through

the precision farming emphasis. []
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MACHINERY. LET US KNOW WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
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GLOSSARY

Aedal photography - Photos taken from

aizpl_es to assist growers to determine varia-
tions within an area of interest such as a field.

Ag conzultaot - Person uained in agricultural and

management sciences to provide information

to land owners/managers for a fee related to

the farming operation.

Ag consulfant certification - There a_ 3 types of

cetIzl,_ ::: :: :_r ag consultants that are recog-
nized in the US:

1. Certified Crop Advisor (CCA).

Administered by the American Society of

Agronomy. Requirements include a high

school education, 4 years of experience, con-

tinumg education credits and testing.

2. C:'._: ::.:_, i'r, ,tessional Agronomist

(CPAg). Administered by the American

Society of Agronomy. Requirements include

a college education, 4 years of experience,

continuing education credits and testing.

3. Certified Professional Crop Consultant

(_C_. Administered by the National

Alli,acc o_ ]n,icpendent Crop Consultants.

Requarements include a college ag degree, 4

years of experience, continuing education

credits and testing.

Algorithm- A finite, ordered set of well-defined

rules written as a computer program to assist

in solving a specific problem.

Application- _. practical use of computer soft-

ware. an electronic system or a concept.

Application_ package - Specialized computer

programs and their associated documentation

developed for practical usage. Ideally, appli-

cations packages allow a non-computer spe-

cialist to use the computer without learning
comv!_v r_ _,tramming languages.

Arc - :, :.r. : ,2, _cribed by an ordered sequence

of points associated with vector data models.

'When two or more arcs are joined by a node

and several arcs are linked together in a loop,

they form an area or polygon.

Archive - The storage of historical records and

dam When you have collected a year or two

of data from your precision farming applica-

tions, you have started your own archive.

ASCii - (American Standard Code for

Information Interchange). A standard coding

system used to represent alphanumeric char-

deters within a computer. ASCII files enable

the transfer of some data between different

computers through the use of a common set of

symbols.

Aspect - Horizontal direction in which a slope

faces (e.g., a SE facing slope has an aspect of

135 degrees).

Attribute - A numeric and/or text description of a

spatial entity (e.g., address or owner's name
for a parcel).

Attribute value - A value or property, that is a

characteristic of a spatial element. For

example, a specific symbol or color may rep-
resent 150-160 bushels/acre which is a value

assigned to that attribute.

OF TERMS for Precision Farming

Bate map - The outline of your field with its

proper coordinates is your base map. Data
collected within the field by your yield mon-

itor will be defined in location by the base

map which is a binary digital map.

Baud rate - A measure which describes the

speed of the transmission of single digital
elements over a communications line. The

number indicates how rapidly data could

move through your modem or between a

computer and a printer.

Benchmark -

1) Used to define how comparisons are to be

made between different computer software or

systems according to specific requirements.

2) In surveying, a benchmark is the elevation

at a specific point.

Bit - An abbreviated term for binary digit, the

smallest unit of computer data.

Blockkriging - A piecewise form of kriging

based on grid cells.

Buffer - An area defined by the specified length

extended around a point, line, or area.

Byte - A unit of computer storage of binary

data usually comprising eight bits, and

equivalent to a character. You will com-

monly hear computer memory and storage

referred to using terms such as Kilobyte

(approximately one thousand bytes),

Megabyte (approximately one million

bytes) and Gigabyte (approximately one

billion bytes).

Cartography - The art and science of the organi-

z.anon and communication of geographically

related information such as a yield image into

maps or charts. The term will refer to their

construction, from data acquisition to presen-

tanon and use.

Ceotr0id - The position at the center of a one-
or two-dimensional (2D) entity such as a

polygon.

Chompleth map - A thematic map such as a

yield image where quantitative spatial data is

depicted through the use of shading or color

variations of yield ranges.

Computer aided design (CAD) - Software with

the capability of performing standard engi-

neering drawings.

Computer aided mapping (CAM) - Software with

the capability of generating standard mapping
functions. In contrast to GIS, it can not ana-

lyze or process a database.

Contour - A line connecting a set of points, all of
which have the same value. A contour line

will show elevations of the same value.

Crop scolding - Precise assessments of pest pres-

sure and crop performance which can be tied

to a specific location for better interpretation.

Cross tabulation - Comparison by location of

attribute data in two or more map layers.

Customization - A procedure which produces an

application or company specific interface

and/or database design such as yield mapping

software. For example, a customized version

of a commercial yield monitor product may

include menus which allow one to add indi-

vidual field numbers and other identifiers into

the database.

Database - A logical collection of files managed

as unit. A GIS database includes data about

both the position and the attributes of geo-

graphic features.

Database management system (OBMS) - A

collection of software for organizing the infor-

mation in a database which might contain

routines for data input, verification, storage,

retrieval, and combination.

Data input - The entry of information into a

computer through the use of a keyboard, digi-

tizer, scanner, or even entering data from

already existing data bases.

Data standardization - The process of achieving

agreement on common data definitions, repre-
sentation, and structures to which all data

layers must conform.

DEM (Digital Elevation Model) - A digital repre-

sentation of the elevation of locations on the

land surface. A DEM is often used in refer-

ence to a set of elevation values representing

the elevations at points in a rectangular grid

on the Earth's surface. Some defil'dtions

expand DF_,2dto include any digital represen-

tation of the land surface, including "I'I/vlS or

digital contours.
Differential correction - correction of the GPS

signal to make it more accurate. An uncor-

rected signal will be accurate to about 50

yards. A corrected signal can be accurate to

within 1-5 feet. Correction of a signal is done

from a second GPS receiver at a known fixed

location. The signal is then transmitted to the

tractor, combine or other equipment which

corrects the proper locanon through differen-

tial processing. There are three common

ways to transmit a correction signal from the

base station to the farm implement:

1. A dedicated transmitter that is located on

an existing tower, which has a range of 30-

40 miles.

2. A separate, private corporationsatellite to

send the corrected signal, which has a range

of thousands of miles.

3. Piggyback the correction signal on a com-
rncrcial FM radio station frequency, which

has a range of 30-40 miles.

Digitizer - A table or tablet which has the capa-

bility of digitaUy recording the relative posi-
tion of a cursor which is moved over the area

or line that you want to digitize or record.

DLG (Digital Line Graph) - A US Geological

Survey digital map format used to distribute

topographical maps in vector form. The

digital files contain lists of the coordinate

points which describe linear map features.

Edfl - The process of adding, deleting, and

changing data/informauon on a computer.

Expert system - A system designed for solving

problems in a parucular application area. One
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can draw an inference from a stored knowl-

edge base that was developed by recording

and structuring human expertise through an
individualcommonlycalleda knowledge
engine.

Extrapolation-A methodortechniquetoextend
dam orinferencesfromaknownlocationto

anotherlocationforwhichthevaluesarcnot

known.

Feature-A geographiccomponentofthe

earth'ssurfacethathasbothspatialand

attributedataassociatedwithit(e.g.,field,

well,waterway).

Field-I)A setofalphanumericcharacterscom-

prisingaunitofinformation.
2)A locationinadatarecordinwhichaunit

ofinformationisstored.Forexample,m your

database, one of your crops may contain

columnsofdam suchasIocadon#,croptype,

variety,dam ofplanting,etc. (allofwhichare
fields)
3) A specific location on a person's farm
which may bc called "Field # 10A"

Geocode-A codeassociatedwithaspatialele-
mentwhich describes its location. An exam-

ple would be a coordinate such as longitude or
latitude.

Geographicintormationsystems(GIS)-System

ofcomputerhardware, software, andproce-
duresdesigned to support the compiling, stor-
ing. retrieving, analyzing and displaying of
spatially referenced data for addressing plan-
ning andmanagemcm problems.

Geuralurau_wntem -A coordinatesystem

keepingtrackofspecificpointsontheEarth's

surface.Examplesofsuchasystemarcthe

UniversalTransverseMercatorsystem(LrrM)

and the State Plane Coordinate System.
Gdd - A dam smmum that uses rectangularunits

or grid ceils arrangedin rows and columns to
representanarealikea field.

Gddmapping - Predet_ed locauons in a
field where soil or plant samples may be
obtained for analysis. The test information
can be used for assessing fertility needs and
determining approximate locations for vary-
ingfmilizer and limeapplications.

GPS(GlobalPositioningSystem)-A networkof

satellitescontronedbytheDefense

Depot thatisdesignedtohelpground-
basedunitsdeterminetheircurrentlocationin

latitudeandlongitudecoordinates.Notethat

the term "GPS" is fi_quentiy used incorrectly
to identify Pt_'ision Farming. GPS is only
one technology that is used in Precision
Farming to assistyou m rerun to an exact
locationto _ fertility, pests andyield.

Groundcontrolpoint-An easilyidentifiable
featurewithaknown locationwhichisused

to give a geographic reference to a point on a
yield image.

Greu0d t_ - The field collection of data which

is used in the interpretation of information
gathered from other sources such as a yield

imageoraremotelysensedimage.

Harddl_ -A largecapacity,nmchanical,mag-

netic,computer storagedmricewhich stores
your programs and dam.

Hardware-The variousphysical components

ofaninformationprocessingsystemsuch

asacomputer,viewscreen,plotters,and

printers.

Imageclassification- Processing techniques
which apply quantitative methods to the val-
ues in a digital yield or remotely sensed scene

to group pixels with similar digital number
values into feature classes or categories.

Input- An overused term that applies to the
process of entering data into a computer.
Also used to describe the actual data that are

tobe entered.
Intemet-An intemmionalnetworkcomprisedof

many possibledispersedlocalandregional

computernetworksinwhichonecansham
informationandresources. Developed origi-

nally for military and then academic use. it is
now accessiblethrough commercial on-line

servicestothegenera/public.

Kriging(craegJng)- An intexpolafion technique
for obtainingstatisticallyunbiasedestimates

ofspatial variation ofknown points such as
surface elevations or yield measurements
utilizing a set of control points.

tawr -A logicalseparation ofmappedirdorma-

tionrep,escntingcommon dam (e.g.,roads,

soils,yields,vegetativecover,soiltests).
L.nt_on-Refers to LatitudeandLongitude

which specifical[ydescribesa position on the
earth.Latitudeisthenorthto southposition.

longitude is the east to west position.
Precise locations are described in degree,
minute.s and seconds. The tat/Ion of Purdue

University is 86 degrees, 55 minutes, 05 sec-
onds latitude and 40 degrees, 25 minutes, 50
secondslongitude.

Legend-A map sectioncontaining explanations
of symbols, colors and/or shades that signify
various elements and data values on themap.

A yield map will contain a listing of yield
values and the color denoting a range of

yields.
US lLanOInformationSystem)-A system for

describing data about land and its use, owner-
shipanddevelopmenLLISrefersto all
aspects of handling the damsuch as collec-
tion. storing, checking, merging, manipulat-
ing, analyzing and displaying.

Locationalreference- Referencing data col-

lectedby yield monitor, sensor or other
methodand relatingit toa specific sp_al

position.
Lookuptable - A reference table containing key

atmbute values which can be linked or related

to damusually collected at a specific location.
An example would be physical and chemical
data relating to a soil mapping unit.

M011U- A list of options displayed by a computer
data processing program, from which the user

6-7 First Annual Precision

Agriculture Conference in

Columbia, MO. Contact: David

Thompson or Jewel Coffman, 344

Hearnes Center, Columbia, MO

65211, Telephone: 573-882-2301.

6-8 Canadian Int'l. Farm Equipment

Show in Toronto, ON. Contact:

Judy Johnston, 1434 Chemong

Road, Unit 3, R.R. 1,

Peterborough, ON KgJ 6)(2,

Telephone: 705-741-2536.

11-13 California Farm Equipment

Show and Int'l. Exposition

in Tulare, CA. Contact:

International Agri-Center, Inc.,

P.O.Box 1475, Tulare, CA 93275,

Telephone: 800-999-9186.

12-15 National Farm Machinery Show

in Louisville,KY Contact:Amanda

Storrnent,Telephone:502-367-5180.

22-24 Annual Convention & Expo of

the United Fresh Fruit &

Vegetable Assoc. in Orlando, FL.

Contact: Shannon De/ong,

Telephone:703-836-3410.

26-March 1 Corn Classic 1997 in

Tampa, FL. Contact: National Corn

Growers Assn., Telephone:202-
546-7611.

!' _'T;_'O t!'¢ r,

5-8 AOExpo Wade Show in Lethridge,

AB. Contact: Twyla Gurr,

Telephone:403-328-4491; Fax

403-320-8139.

11-12 Triumph of Agriculture Expo

Farm & Ranch Machinery Show

JnOmaha, NE. Contact: Bob

Mancuso, Telephone: 402-346-
8003 or 800-475-SHOW.

11-13 Hawkeye Farm Show in Cedar

Falls, 1,4.Contact: Penny Swank,

Telephone: 507- 437-4577.
17-21 9th GIS in Production

Agriculture Workshops in

Waterloo, 1,4.Contact: Carol

Snyder, Telephone:970-493-1722.

16-19 National Agri-Marketing Assoc.

and Trade Show in Nashville, TN.

Contact:Judy Knoll or Shanon

Weaver, 11701 Borman Dr., Ste.

100, SL Louis, MO 83148-2700,

Telephone:314- 569-2700.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS to

canselectan_tiontobe_ These

choices am usually displayed in the form of
alphanuname text but may be as icons.

Merge- To tak_twoor mo_ mapsor da_ sets
and combine them together into a single
coherent map or database without redundant
information.

Metadata- A term used to describe information

abou1,2.:_ ?d:':adam usually includes infer-
marion on dam quality, curtain-y,lineage,
owmaship, and feature classificatiot_

Mosaic - Process of assembling GIS database
files for adjacentareas into a single file.

Network - 1.A group of linked computers
which are able to share software, data, and

variou: n_ra'-are devices such as printers.
2. A geomemc or logical arrangement of
nodes and intereormecting lines.

Noise- Random variations or errorin adata set.

Also an unwanted sound coming from the
combine.

Output - The product of a computer process and
analysis which may be displayed as a corn-
purer screen, a printed map, or tables of
values.

Orthophntograph- An aerialphotographthat
correctsdistortioncausedby tilt,curvature

and ground relief.
PIxoI-A termusedinremotesensing referring

to the f,mdamental unit of data collection

which :.,an abbreviation for "picture
element". A pixel is retn'esented in a remotely

seined image as a rectangular cell in an array
of data values and contains a data value which

represents a mcastsrement of some real-world
fcatm'¢.

I_int sampling - A method of grid sampling in
which a sample is taken in a 10-30 foot radius
at the center point of each grid location.

Polygon- An area enclosed by a line describing
spatial elements, such as a similaryield range,
land useor soil type.

Precisionfarming- Using the best available

technologiesto tailorsoil andcropmanage-
meritto fit tim specificconditions found
within an agricultural field or tract.

RasteH0-vectorconversion- A process in
which one converts an image such as a yield
map of grid cells into data set layers of lines
and polygons.

RDBMS(RelationalDatabaseManagement
Swtem)-A databasemanagementsoftware

systemthatorganizesdataintoaseriesof
recordsthatarestoredinlinkedtables.This

provides the ability to relate different
records, fields and tables, and aids data
access and data transformation.

Registration- A processwhere one can geo-
metaicallyalign maps or images to allow
one to havecorrespondingcellsor features.
This allows one to relate information from

one image to another, or a map to an image,
such as registering a yield image to a soil
map to determine if soils are influencing

r Precision Farming

the yield response.
Remotesen=lag- The act ofdetectionand/or

identification of anobject, seriesof objects,or
landscape without having the sensor in direct
contact with the object.

Res01nti0n - A way of detecting variation. In
remotesensing, onehasspatialresolution(the
variation caused by distance separating adja-
cent pixels), spectral resolution (the variation

from the range of spectral responses covered
by a wavelength band), and temporal resolu-
tion (the varia_on caused by time over the
same location).

SatellHeconstellation-A systemof24 satellites
that is owned by the US Department of
Defense (DoD)thatcandetermine location to
within inches. There are usually at least 4 of

these satellites that are in view 24 hours a day.
The DoD has intentionally introducederror

into the signal that is available to civilian users
allowing for an accuracy of approximately 50
yards without differentialcorrection.

Scale - The ratio or fraction between the dis-

tance on a map, chart, or photograph and the
corresponding distance on the ground. A
topographic map has a scale of 1:24,000
meaning that 1 inch on the map equals
24,000 inches (2,000 feet) on the ground.

Software- The programs,procedures,
algorithms (set of rules), and their associated
documentation,fora computer system.

Spatialdata- Data pertaining to the location,
shape, and relationship among geographical
features.

Thematicmap- A map related to a topic,
theme or subject. These maps emphasize a

single topic such as yield, soil type, or land
ownership.

Topologicallyintegratedgeographicencoding
andreferencing file (TIGER)- The nationwide

digital databasedeveloped bytheUS Bureau
oftheCensus.TIGER files containstreet

addressesandcensusboundarieswith

_companyingpopulation statistics.
Turn-keysystem-A referenceto hardware

and/or software systemsmeaning thatthey are
readyto beusedimmediatelyandare
designed, providedat acost and supported by
acommercial group.

gTM (Univer_'alTrensven=eMercator)- A com-
monly usedmap projectionthat uses a set of
transversemercator projections fortheglobe
which are divided into 60 zones, each cover-

ing 6 degrees longitude. Each zone has an
originofthecentralmeridian andlatitudeof
0 degrees.

Variable rate technology- Instrumentation used

for varying the ratesof application of fertil-
izer, pesticides and seed as one travels across
a field.

Wayaba0d - A remote sensing term used to

describe a contiguous range of wavelengths of
electromagnetic energy. Visible wavelengths
(seen by the human eye) which range from

400 to 700 nanomcters. Nearinfrared(NIR)

wavelengthsam at 700 to2600 nanorne,crs.
Yieldmonitoring- Regular intetwalswherea

hazvestedweight hasbeenobtained along

withaGPS reading.A displayoftheweights

every 1-3 seconds is translated to bushels/acre
or yield providing a yield map. Moisture of

the grain is obtained at the same time.
Zoom- To enlarge or decrease the scale of an
imagethatis being displayed. One can

"zoom out" of a yield monitor image and
enlarge it in a progressive scaling of the

entire image or one can "zoom in" decreas-
ing the scale.

Z-nlue -A commonlyusedreferencereferring
toelevationvalues. The "z direction" refersto

upward direction on a 3-D chart or diagrarrL

Compiled by Chris J. Johannsen

Visiting Chief Scientist, Space
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and Professor of Agronomy,
Purdue University
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johannsn@ecn.purdue.edu
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Who's Who in Commercial Satellite Remote Sensing:
A Status Check

by
Chris J. Johannsen and Paul Carter 1_/, 2_/,

Introduction
Remote sensing technology will improve by increasing spatial, spectral and temporal

resolutions starting during 1997. Commercial remote sensing is moving rapidly. This
paper will present information that the authors believe to be accurate to September, 1997.
Since the Russians are no longer our enemies, the aerospace companies have sought new
markets for their sensors and their expertise especially since the Department of Defense is
no longer their prime customer. Agriculture and many other disciplines are receiving the
benefits of these events.

The current satellites in orbit are: Landsat 4 and 5, IRS-1C, IRS-1D, JERS 1, SPOT 2
and 3, ERS 1 and 2, Radarsat, and a host of NOAA satellites. All are owned and launched

with government assistance or ownership and all have commercial value. Related to these
satellites are companies which are marketing images, services and products.

Future satellites will be owned and launched by commercial companies in addition to
governments. It is interesting to note that a strong commercial interest is mostly in the
United States. Table 1 shows the satellites that are scheduled for launch during 1997-98.
Many of the 1997 expected launches were delayed because of problems with launch
vehicles.

Table 1. SATELLITE Launches Scheduled for 1997-98

Satellite Laon
Earth Watch:

EarlyBird (USA) 9/97
QuickBird (USA) 7-8/98

TRW Lewis (USA)* 8/23/97

CTA Clark (USA) 12/97

Orbview-2/Seastar 9/97

(USA)

Orbview-3 10/97

(USA, Saudi Arabia)

TRMM (USA-Japan) 8/97

NOAA-K (USA) 9/97

IRS-1D (India) 9/97

K.itSat-3 (Korea) 97

EROS, CST/IAI 10/97
(Israel, USA)

CBERS 10/97

(China, Brasilia)

ch Resolution Channels

3 m (P), 15 m (M) 3
0.82 m (P), 4 m (M) 4

5 m (P), 30 m (M) 256,128 (384)

3 m (P), 15 m (M) 3

1.1 km/4.5 km 8

1 m (P), 8 m (M) 4

0.5 km/1.0 km

5 m (P), 23 m (M)

5

4 (launched)

20 m (P), 20 m (M)

1.5 m (P) 1



SpaceImaging:
IKONOS 1 12/97
IKONOS 2 98

Resurs-O1-4 98
(Russian)

IRS-P4/OceanSat-1 1-3/98
(India)

SPOT4 (France)

RockSat(Taiwan)

Landsat-7(USA)

1/98

4/98

5/98

David 6/98

(Israel-Germany)

EOS-AM 1 7/98

(USA, Japan)

GDE Systems (USA) 98

Resource21 2001"*

(USA, Canada)

GERS (USA)

Almaz-lB

(Russian)

1 m (P), 4 m (M) 4
1 m (P), 4 m (M) 4

160 m (M)

10 m, 125 m (M) 4,8

10 m (P), 20 m (M)

15 m (P), 30 m (M)

5 m (P)

15 m (P), 15 m (M)

4

14

1 m (P) 1

5 m (P), 10 m (M) 3

98 5 m (P) 1

98 2.5 m (P), 4 (M), 5.4 m, ® 3

P--Panchromatic, M=Multispectral, R=Radar
* Lewis was launched but lost when thruster rockets failed to place the satellite in its proper
orbit.

** originally scheduled for 1998.
Sources: Homepages of most of the companies. Also thanks to the National Land Survey,
Finland (http://www.nls.fi/sat/) from which we filled in the gaps.

Aerospace Companies Relating to Ag Applications
Since the InfoAg Conference emphasizes agriculture, we derived Table 2 from Table 1
showing the expected commercial launches for 1997-98 that would impact agriculture.



Table 2. Commercial Satellite Launches Providing Data for Agriculture

$_Rfllite L_t_n_h Resolution Channels
Earth Watch:

EarlyBird (USA) 9/97 3 m (P), 15 m (M) 3
QuickBird (USA) 7-8/98 0.82 m (P), 4 m (M) 4

TRW Lewis* (USA) 8/23/97 5 m (P), 30 m (M) 256, 128 (384)

Orbview-3 10/97 1 m (P), 8 m (M) 4

(USA, Saudi Arabia)

Space Imaging:
IKONOS 1 12/97 1 m (P), 4 m (M) 4
IKONOS 2 98 1 m (P), 4 m (M) 4

SPOT 4 (France) 1/98 10 m (P), 20 m (M) 4

GDE Systems (USA) 98 1 m (P), ?m (M) 1+?

Resource21** 2001 5 m (P), 10 m (M) 3
(USA, Canada)

GERS (USA) 98 5 m (P), 10m (M) 4

P=Panchromatic, M=Multispectral, R=Radar
* Lewis was launched by lost when thruster rockets failed to place the satellite in its proper
orbit. It was funded by government but has strong commercial interests.
** originally scheduled for 1998.
um..nmmtmmnmDmm_

Some specific information about each company is provided in alphabetical order so that
readers can contact them or follow their progress on their homepages. This information

was provided directly by representatives of the companies or through their homepages.

EarthWatch Incorporated - 1900 Pike Road, Longmont, CO 80501.
Telephone: (800) 496-1225, or (303) 702-5561, Fax: (303) 702-5562, E-mail:
info@digitalglobe.com, and homepage: http://www.digitalglobe.com

EarthWatch is in the position to become a preeminent worldwide supplier of digital
geographic information and image data, through a unique satellite system, product design,
and product delivery method. They plan to be the first commercial company to build and
launch high resolution commercial imaging satellites. EarthWatch has partnered themselves
with many other companies to provide Digital Globe databases and distribution networks.
They are looking at a broad base of customers including agriculture.

The first two of the satellites in their system are the EarlyBird and the QuickBird.
EarlyBird features two sensors, 3 meter resolution panchromatic and 15 meter

multispectral. It is planned for launch in late 1997. QuickBird features 0.82 meter
resolution panchromatic and 3.28 meter resolution multispectral sensors and is planned for
launch in late 1998.

GER - Geographic and Environmental Research Corporation - One Bennett Common,
Millbrook, New York, 12545. Telephone: (914) 677-6100, Fax: (914) 677-6106. There

is currently no web page.



This is themostrecentcompanyto enterthecommercialsatelliteremotesensingarena.
Their systemwill centeraroundtheagriculturemarket,makingit slightlydifferent than
othersin thebusiness.Their intentis to offer agribusinessanaffordableproducton arapid
revisit cycle,to developagroundsystemto getdataandcropinformationto producers
rapidlyenoughto "save" stressedcrops,andpromiseto f'mdnew waysto deliverdataand
informationto farmersin amoretimelymanner.Thecompanyplansto offer rawdataand
informationextractionproductsandservices.

GERplans6-8satelliteswith <10meterpanchromaticand10metermultispectral
resolutionsensorcapability. This systemhasbeendubbedGEROS(GEREarthresource
ObservationSystem)by thecompany,andtheyplanthefirst launchin 1998. Theyare
currentlyflying agriculturalfieldsin theMidwestwith prototypesensorsto gainexperience
with agriculturalneeds.

Orbimage (OrbitalSciencesCorporation)- 21700AtlanticBoulevard,Dulles, VA. 20166
Telephone:(703)406-5436,Fax: (703)406-5552or e-mail info@orbimage.com, and
homepage: http ://www.orbimage.com.

Orbital Sciences Corporation designs, manufactures, operates, and markets a variety of
space related services and products and is the parent company. Orbimage is dedicated to
providing low cost, state-of-the-art, satellite-based imaging products and services to
customers around the world. They plan a unique global system to collect, process, and
distribute their products. Three satellites are planned over the next several years with each
performing a separate task.

Orbview- 1 has a resolution of 10 km and Orbview-2 of 1.1 km. Each of these are

currently collecting data with a global coverage orientation. Orbview-3 is their latest
satellite planned in the system. It is to have 1 meter and 2 meter resolution panchromatic,
and 4 meter resolution multispectral sensors with a revisit cycle of 3 days. Latest launch
date information is for fall 1997. They are stressing economic development and

agriculture for a major part of their market.

Resource21 - 7257 South Tucson Way Suite 200, Englewood, CO 80112
Telephone: 303-749-2000, Fax: (303) 749-3295 There is currently no web page.
Resource21 is a parmership of aerospace companies, Boeing Commercial Space Company
and GDE Systems, and agribusiness companies, Agrium LTD, Farmland Industries, and
ITD. They plan to specifically to emphasize production agriculture applications with a 4
satellite system and commercial aerial flights. The plan is to restart aerial flights in 1998
and to start satellite launches by the year 2001. Each satellite is to be equipped with 5 meter
resolution panchromatic and 10 meter resolution multispectral sensors in 5+ bands
including 3 bands visible and NIR and SWlR with a 7 day revisit cycle.

Space Imaging EOSAT - 9351 Grant Street, Suite 500, Thornton, Colorado 80229
Telephone: (303) 254-2000 or 800-425-2997, Fax: (303) 254-2215, E-mail:
info@ spaceimaging.com, and homepage: http://www.spaceimage.com

Space Imaging EOSAT is an experienced company with access to the marketing of
products from current satellites such as Landsat, IRS-C and JERS. They are partnered
with Lockheed Martin, Raytheon E-Systems, Van Der Horst Ltd, Mitsibishi, and Kodak.

The latest planned satellites, IKONOS 1 and 2 (formerly CARTERRIA 1 and 2), will
have sensors for 1 meter panchromatic and 4 meter multispectral resolution and will

provide 1 meter fused data from similar observations with a 3 day revisit cycle. SIE is
stressing agriculture, transportation, utilities and environmental applications as their market

area. Launch dates are for December 1997 and September 1998.

SPOT Image Corporation - 1897 Preston White Drive, Reston, VA 20191-4368
Telephone: (703) 715-3100, Fax: (703) 648-1813, and homepage: http://www.spot.com.

SPOT, Owned by Centre National d'Etudes Spatial (CNES), the French Space Agency.



SPOTwasdesignedby CentreNationald'EtudesSpatiales,Franceanddevelopedwith
thehelpfrom SwedenandBelgium.Thesystemincorporatesspacecraft,groundfacilities
for control andprogramming,andimageproductionanddistribution.SPOTis operating
SPOT2 andSPOT3 atthepresenttimeandplanthelaunchof SPOT4 late in 1997. SPOT
2 and3 offer 10meterresolutionpanchromaticand20meterresolutionmultispectral
sensorswith aflexible revisit schedule.SPOTImageCorp.marketsto theUS market.

SPOThasanextensivearchiveof imagesfrom the 10yearsof collectionsof data.
Areasthathavebeenof particularmarketinginterestarelanduse,landcover,andspecial
interest(deforestation,erosion,desertification,urbanzones),andtheimpactof changeson
theenvironment.

Summary: Thestatusof commercialsatellitesfor remotesensingis changingdaily. One
canseethatthereareover20satellitesscheduledfor launchduringthenext 16monthswith
9 of thembeingof specialinterestto agriculture.Thereareover50 satellitesscheduledfor
launchduringthenext 10yearsandthatnumberis likely to increaseasmanyof the
commercialcompaniesstartinto Phase2 and3 of their strategicplans. Themessageto
agricultureandotherpotentialusersis veryclear. Themoresatellitesthataresuccessfully
launchedthemoredatawill beavailableandif thegovernmentdoesn'tinterferewith the
marketplace,thecheaperthecostof thedata. Theview froma satellitechangeseachtime
thatthesatellitepassesoveraspecificareaon theEarthandthetypeof viewsprovidedare
alsochanging. Thestatusis of commercialsatellitesis notstagnate.

1/Chris J. Johannsen is Professor of Agronomy & Director and Paul Carter is a Remote Sensing Specialist

of the Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing (LARS) at Purdue University.
2/Presented on August 7, 1997 at InfoAg Conference, Champaign, IL.
3/Partial funding for this effort was obtained from Stennis Space Center, (NASA Grant NAG13-38).
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